
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 18

Corollay. If X is Polish, then 1B(x)) =24
Proof. 13(x1=IV E(x). IE91) = 24=>159(x)/22

Also, Facu, 1291... ()(213)42MoxM.
-

= 22%, so by induction, each "(n1x))22
Finally, 1B1x1 1w, x 29(x) = 0, x24021240x240)
= CM

closure properties. Let x be a top space of 11832.

(a) Eax) is closed under ctblunious.

#(x) is ------ctl intersections.
&(x)is -----conpements.

(b) If X is metrizable, then

EX), Max we loved under finite unions

one intersections.
Preo. (a) is by the def. For (b), we show it if

ABaZCx Men so is ARB. Lt A =WAn,
B = VBu, where AutM(X & Burt"Tee(x),

T

dyPm 12. Then AdB = AndBm. Then AndBm



E Tmab(niPa) (x) (this is where metriability is used)
so ARB is still in EC(D.

Example. Recell M(90,i) is the subset of C10,1
of all continuously differentiable functions.

We now lat (2017 is is (20,D).
It is not hard to check using uniform continue

its of derivatives that for a CC0,D, 2(10,M==)

·
iptionpetitclosed, i.e. TIP

To

let E9, The, A be the clanes of all subsets
of Polish spaces that are from the corresponding lease

of the Boral hierarchy.



More closure properties, let it be one of E3,H As dames

for19< 0.

(e) ↑ is closed under continuous preimages, i.e. if X,Y
we Polish spaces

of 8:x-4 is continuous, Men

AT(R(Y)) = 4/X),
(b) is closed rulepain sets oneasilymanlift

as

A: UGNAnx9n3 & 4 ( x x (N).

(d) If AG/XXY) When Axod A" are still in P
for any fixed to a 324,

Proof(a) Induction on using that ft commutes with

couglement a uniess,

(b) Also induction on using that fact that

union of rangement commute with taking
a fiber, and the fact that the statement

is true for open sets.

(4) The follows from the fact that the maps
ye (y) of xH(,) ae ontinuous



n i clan is closed water continuous preizages.

Next we move it the hierarchy is strict, i.e. A4E
We will use universal sets for these cases of

Candor diagonalization.

Cantor diagonalization het be a at and REXxX.
I 2 S Y Then AntiNicy (R):= 9xEX: (xx)R3
I is not equal to Ron R* for any xotX.
2 Proof. For any NoGXy
i xof AntiDicg (22) <=> (xo,xd) AR

==xo&Rxon
Xo A RO.

Det. For Polish spaces X, Y, we say that a set U2XXY

parametrizes ((M) If SUx:x2x3 = 5 (4). We say
At U is an X-universal set for M(i) if
it parametrizes 5/Y) af is itself in MxxT),



Prop. For all ctbl ordinals 421, the classes I di
admit 2N-universal sits,

Proof. Bense conglements commute with fibers, condemats
of 22 universal sets are its universal of rice
verses. We build a universal not hes Eg, by inductions.
Ford=1, we need to build an open of 112xY
sit. 3Ux7xGIN is all open schret of 4.

Fix a ctbl basis (Vn) Now Y, so each open

At VeY has its code ar):=>uEN: Un 1U3.
Define, for ealr x22,

U == VEN Un.

x (n) =1

Thus it's clear It U22XY parametrizes 2? If,
U is open bee f(x,y) EU Then ye Un for
some a GIN c.t.x() = 1. But then

144...1] x Un = U.

Now suppose tht universal sets exist for all
= is (i)(hence also tie his) classes for all BCG,

We delive one for I (i), let luck be so t



Sip [a+B = x. Then any of AcEY(i)
is a union B, where each Buet (4).
Let U22Nx Y be a universal set for its14
It is enough to build a 2NxINuniversal set
for IIY) bee [NXIN is homomorphic to I

Then define, for x ECNXIN

Ux== WU, where x (n) is the will

low of X. EIN

Again it's clear that I parametrizes [@ (i
To see ht UEE/2Xxi) mole that

I

(x3) [U <=> yEVUnctFnGIN
(x(n),s) 24M)

But the of 34,3) 2 2*Nx4:(x(),x) GUM)
is the preimage of y under (x,s)R((m), 3)
which is a projection, hence continuous, hence this

6

at too is in Tan )2XINx4). Thus, 1 is

a union of its from Ye, WEIN, dances,
hence is [9(2NXIN x4).


